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LANDROID operates from our modern workshop in Exeter within the heart of one of the largest motor retail locations in 

the country. With our reputation growing we are quickly developing into one of the UK's specialists in conversions of the 

iconic Land Rover Defender.

Our existence is based around the premise that there are an appreciable number of Land Rover Defender customers, owners 

and enthusiasts who wish to enjoy the incomparable utilitarian benefits of the Defender whilst expanding upon features the 

vehicle already affords, yet are not available in the standard Land Rover offering.

We offer an extensive solution across interiors, exteriors, performance and tech related upgrades. In this regard our work is 

genuinely customised and an entirely prescriptive and personal service is offered. Our customers can and do become a 

genuinely important and integral part of the design process for each and every build. Our customers enjoy the 

individualism, quality and brand equity associated with the LANDROID name.

Our approach is tailored to cover four main areas: 

Sales, Sourcing, Restoration and applying the LANDROID treatment to your personal vehicle.

As this suggests we can source you a Defender to meet with your budget as a foundation for your chosen build. Alternatively 

we can carry out any work required on your existing vehicle to restore, rejuvenate or reimagine your beloved Defender.

At a strategic level, LANDROID adheres to two fundamental trains of thought. Firstly that all work should remain entirely 

faithful and complimentary to the original vehicle and secondly that we offer excellent value in terms of our pricing 

structure allowing for the highest standard and quality of work surrounding conversions, upgrades and restoration work.
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PAINTWORK

Full Colour Change of Defender 
Full exterior colour change to your Defender in either metallic or matte finish - Price from 

Full Colour Change of Classic Defender (Pre 2007)  
Full exterior colour change to your Defender in either metallic or matte finish - Price from

Colour Coding of Rear Chassis
Coding of the rear chassis to give a much cleaner look to the vehicle

Roof Colour Change 
Re-Paint the roof panel in a contrasting colour 

Wheel Arch Colour Change
Re-Paint the wheel arches in a contrasting colour

Paint Grilles - 3 Pieces
Re-Paint the grille and light surrounds in a colour of your choice

Bumper Paint
Re-Paint the front bumper in a colour of your choice

Colour Coded Wing Mirror Back Covers
Colour coded wing mirror back covers to give a more finished look to the vehicle

£6,500.00
£7,500.00

£P.O.A

£395.00

£995.00
£1,295.00

£695.00

£295.00

£220.00

£195.00

D90

D110

D90

D110

6 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



LIGHTING

13 Piece Clear LED Light Set
This pack includes side, indicators, fog, brake and reverse as well as side reflectors and number plate

6” Circular Spot Lights x2  
A pair of 6” round spot lights can be roof mounted or with the A-Bar Bumper

Front Bumper with Integral DRLS
Zinc coated front bumper with LED daytime running lights finished in Santorini Black

LED Headlights
High intensity headlights emitting a pure white light for optimum visibility

Interior Light Pack
Consisting of driver and passenger foot well, interior LED roof lights x2 and dash lighting upgrade

LED Front Spot / Work Light
Can be mounted virtually anywhere as a flexible lighting solution

LED Light Bar
Various lengths and options available - UK Made 

LED Rear Work & Reverse Light
For greatly improved visibility when reversing

£495.00

£395.00

£590.00

£745.00

£995.00

£285.00

£P.O.A

£285.00

8 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



GRILLES & VENTS

Custom Side Vent
Finished in anodized billet aluminium

Vented Bonnet with Bentley Style Mesh
A more aggressive look to the front of your beloved Defender

Heritage Air Intake
Heritage styling to celebrate the Defenders iconic design

Heritage Grille & Light Surround
Celebrate Land Rovers iconic design with this heritage grille with echoes back to the Series I

Heritage Wing Top Vent x2
Heritage styling to celebrate the Defenders iconic design

Wing top Vents with Bentley Style Mesh
Anodised billet aluminium wing top vents in black 

KBX Front Grill and Light Surrounds
Enhance the look of your Defender. Available in satin or gloss black or body colour

KBX High Force Wing Top Vents x2
Louvre design improves airflow for greater heater efficiency and improved engine bay cooling

£245.00

£1,995.00

£155.00

£550.00

£275.00

£295.00

£240.00

£85.00

10 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



GLASS

Panoramic Rear Glass with Full Width Rear Door Window
Rear glass overhaul including the full width rear door glass completing the refined look

Panoramic RGlass oof 
A unique and exclusive option  

Privacy Glass 
Choice of tint gradient fitted to front and rear windows as required 

Rear Window Conversion
Cut out and replace side panels with sliding windows includes interior window trim

Heated Front Screen Kit
Fitment of heated front windscreen with genuine Land Rover dashboard switch

Electric Windows x2
Fitment of electric windows with OEM Land Rover switches x2 windows

£1,995.00

£5,495.00
£5,995.00

£495.00
£595.00

£2,495.00

£695.00

£1,295.00

D90

D110

D90

D110

12 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



PANORAMIC GLASS

Give your Defender a more modern look with smoked single piece glass to the rear side panels, back windows and rear door. 

Not only does this give a fresh look to your Defender, it also adds an extra security feature eliminating the risk of someone breaking in through the rear 
side slider windows.

Heat Reflective 
Privacy Glass
Insurance Approved
EU DOT Marked and Tested 
High Quality Finish
New Silk Banding and Improved Panel Fit

£1,995.00 Station Wagon Models

14 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



EXTERIOR REFINEMENTS

Billet Aluminium Exterior Door Handles x2
Manufactured from billet aluminium in either silver or hard anodised black

Stainless Steel Replacement Security Bolts 
Replace rusty old bolts with these stainless steel bolts for improved look and security 

Billet Aluminium Fuel Cap
Billet aluminium fuel cap finished in hard anodised black

Heated LED Puddle Light Wing Mirrors 
Replacement heated wing mirrors with integrated LED downlights

Zinc Coated Full Width Rear NAS Step 
Improve the look and practicality of your vehicle

Steering Guard 
Extra protection for your steering rack while adding more style to the front end

Side Steps 
Enhance the look of your Defender with our custom side steps finished in Santorini Black

£895.00

£245.00
£345.00

£295.00

£1,495.00

£450.00

£395.00

£595.00

D90

D110

16 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



EXTERIOR REFINEMENTS

Roof Rack
Our roof racks are designed for various loading capabilities, with a choice of finish

Rear Access Ladder
Gain easy access to your roof rack with our rugged rear access ladder

3” Rear Cosmetic Sports Bar
Added protection, only available in double cab and pick up variants

Full External Roll Over Cage
Added protection with rugged looks built in

A-Bar (Metal) Front Bumper Mounted
A-Bar mounted on the front bumper. Allows fitment of spotlights

Underbody Chassis Protection 
Improve the look and longevity of the chassis and under body 

Custom Spoiler
Enhance the look of your Defender with this BESPOKE spoiler

£995.00

£195.00

£995.00

£410.00

£695.00
£895.00

£895.00

D90

D110

18 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 

£1995.00



EXTERIOR REFINEMENTS

Front SuperWinch 12v Winch
10,000 lbs of cutting edge single line pulling muscle - requires winch bumper- Prices from

LED Winch Bumper with Integral Daytime Running Lights
Custom bumper to allow fitment for the winch with LED DRLS

Mohair Tonneau Cover
The ultimate load cover. A great visual statement offering form and functionality

Branded Rear Wheel Cover
Made from durable plastic resin with elasticated fitment

Union Flag Wing Decals
Our Defenders are proud to be British. Let yours fly the flag with pride 

Premium Chequer Plating 
Protect and strengthen your wing tops and door sills with premium chequer plate

Apply chequer plate to the rear chassis cross member enhancing the look and providing extra protection 

Wheel Arch Extension   
For added protection against mud and stone chips. Colour coded +£100.0

£945.00

£P.O.A

£1,295.00

£410.00

£25.00

£450.00
£550.00

£150.00

£295.00

D90

D110

20 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



EXTERIOR HINGE PACK

The original Land Rover Defender hinges are riddled with longevity issues. Due to the construction and materials used rust tends to build up and leak 
down onto the bodywork staining the paintwork. The hinges are also prone to dropping meaning the doors don’t always align properly making it much 
harder to maintain a watertight seal. We have a permanent and stylish solution to this problem.

Our hinges have been designed and built with high strength Aluminium which in turn is protected with an anodised coating giving a perfectly smooth 
high strength surface. the hinge is fitted with a centre bolt made from stainless steel inclusive of a thick helical groove which allows the bolt to hold on 
to the grease and disperse it evenly. Each component of the hinge is exchangeable right down to the friction bearings to allow for easy maintenance. 
On top of all this we provide a new and improved gasket seal to protect the paintwork of your beloved Defender.

Alongside the hinges for the front doors 2nd row and the rear door we also include replacements for the bonnet and matching window blocks. The 
bonnet hinges are not only the perfect match for the doors being precisely manufactured but also add a further level of theft protection as the original 
fitting is improved upon. Add to all this the stainless steel security bolts and you now have even more peace of mind and a next level exterior security 
aspect.

D90 -  £1,995.00

D110 -  £2,495.00

22 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



EXTERIOR ALUMINIUM PACKAGE

The perfect way to give a quality finished appearance to your Defender. The majority of exterior Land Rover Defender furniture was riddled 
with longevity issues due to the construction and materials used rust was an integral and overwhelming problem. All the parts in this pack are made 
from the highest quality billet Aluminium, then finished in hard anodised Black to give an end to stained paintwork while increasing security yet more 
importantly giving a luxurious individual look to your Defender.

Exterior Door Handles
Windscreen Window Blocks
Side Vent
Wing top Vents
Fuel Cap
Bonnet Hinges
Door Hinges
Rear Door Hinges
Security Bolt Set

Available for either Defender D90 £3,495.00 

D110  £4,495.00

24 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



SOUNDPROOFING

Level 1

Reduction in road noise and reverberation from the floor panels, by fully stripping out the interior and covering the floor area in 3mm soundproofing 
panels, which also gives some extra insulation.

D90 -  £1,300.00

D110 - £1,540.00

Level 2

As above plus all the roof of the vehicle

D90 -  £1,700.00

D110 - £1,850.00

26 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



INTERIOR ENHANCEMENTS

Sports Grip Full Leather Steering Wheel
Full leather sports style steering wheel - Requires steering wheel boss

Slimline Steering Wheel Boss
Allows the fitment of an after market steering wheel

Bulkhead Removal
Allowing for a greatly increased footwell and a more reclined seating position

Air Conditioning Kit - TDCi
Factory look retro-fit aircon kit for your Defender - 2007 and onwards

Air Conditioning Kit - Tdi/TD5
Factory look kit which includes extra dash vents to look factory fitted for Defenders before 2007

£1,295.00

£195.00

£695.00

£3,295.00

£3,495.00

28 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



INTERIOR ENHANCEMENTS

Land Rover OEM Standard Quality Carpet 
Standard Land Rover carpet to refresh the interior 

Premium Wool Leather Edged Carpet  
Sumptuous premium grade leather edged pure wool carpets with contrasting stitch 

Luxury Carpet Mats
Add that finishing touch with front carpet mats

Luxury Rear Load Space Carpet
Supreme tufted quality hard wearing carpet with black leather edging

Stainless Steel Door Entry Sill  
For that touch of real luxury when you open your Defender door

£845.00
£1,245.00

£2,495.00
£2,895.00

£125.00

£250.00

£595.00
£795.00

D90

D110

D90

D110

D90

D110

30 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



INTERIOR ALUMINIUM PACKAGE

Using innovative cutting edge technology to pioneer and develop the highest quality billet Aluminium interior enhancements. The ultimate 
combination of weight reduction, style and strength makes this package the consummate choice for stylish upgrades.

The pack consists of

Alloy Foot Pedals
Engraved Door Handles
Door Lever Surrounds
Locking Pegs
Locking Peg Surrounds

All of the items are manufactured in billet Aluminium 6082-T6 machined and finished in silver or high quality black anodizing. They are all direct 
replacements for your existing parts.

Available for either Defender D90 -  £1,295.00

D110 -  £1,495.00

32 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



TRIM SHOP

Almost every feature of your Defender can be finished in a colour combination of your choosing.

The hand stitched leather used to complete the interior is no exception, whether refinishing the dashboard, roof lining or window surrounds this can all be done to 
match your taste.

Using the finest leather from the UK, you can choose from an extensive range of colours and finishes. Add to this the selection of stitch and colours and edging 
options, all completed by artisan leather workers you truly can create your very own Defender.

34 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



TRIM SHOP OPTIONS

Re-Trim of Dashboard Components 
Leather or suede re-trim to instrument binnacle, passenger grab handle and dash top 

Full Dashboard Re-Trim 
Full dashboard re-trim in leather or suede with contrasting stitch including the cubby box lid 

Full Leather Gear and Transfer Lever
Trimmed in your choice of Italian Nappa Leather for an improved look and feel in keeping with the rest of your interior 

Re-Trim First Row Door Cards 
Change the look and feel of your door panels 

Re-Trim First and 2nd Row Door Cards 
Change the look and feel of your door panels 

Re-Trim Rear Door Card 
Leather trim for your rear door only 

Leather Automatic Gearbox Tunnel / Centre Console 
Available in your choice of leather and stitch to match

£695.00

£3,295.00

£1,450.00

£2,295.00

£470.00

£3,295.00

36 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 

£695.00



TRIM SHOP OPTIONS

Suede Headlining 
Add that luxurious finish in your choice of colour and stitch (Double Diamond + £500.00) 

Leather Headlining 
Go one step further and finish your headlining in sumptuous leather 

Suede Window Surrounds
Complete your suede headliner by finishing the window surrounds in soft suede 

Leather Window Surrounds 
Complete your leather headliner by finishing your window surrounds in sumptuous leather 

Pair of Grab Handles 
Matching interior grab handles 

Rear Grab Handle Leather Trim 
For that luxurious touch  

Pair of Leather Interior Door Handles 
Choice of leather and thread

£1,495.00
£1,910.00

£2,250.00
£2,465.00

£1,895.00

£2,295.00

£180.00

£95.00

£190.00

D90

D110

D90

D110

38 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



SEATING

Full Leather Sports Seats
Pair of our sports seats finished in your choice of leather and stitch

Full Leather Premium High Back Seats
Pair of our premium high back seats finished in your choice of leather and stitch

Re-Trim Front Seats Only
Re-trim your standard front seats in a luxurious leather finish

Re-Trim 2nd Row Seats
Re-trim your standard 2nd row seats in a luxurious leather finish

Re-Trim 3rd Row Seats x2
Re-trim your standard 3rd row seats in a luxurious leather finish

Full Leather Rear Cubby Box
Stylish rear storage space for your passengers

Defender 110 6 Seat Conversion
A coach-built middle row with 2 individual seats and cubby box. Choice of seats available

4x Side Facing Folding Seats Conversion
Fitment of 4x side facing folding seats, with lap bets in your choice of leather and stitch

£2,695.00

£2,895.00

£1,995.00

£1,850.00

£1,650.00

£880.00

£4,500.00

£1,995.00

40 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



SEATING

RECARO Cross Sportster CS - Alcantara Center
Pair of genuine Recaro seats finished in cloth, requires seat adapter.

RECARO Cross Sportster CS - Full Leather
Pair of genuine Recaro seats finished in leather with carbon backs. Requires seat adapter. 

Seat Heating x2 (To Non XS Models)
A nice addition to those colder days including dash mounted genuine Land Rover switches

RECARO Seat Adapter
Enables you to fit the Recaro seats

Supply Original Standard Cubby Box
Whether you don’t have one to start or just need a fresh blank canvas

Re-Trim Cubby Box Lid Only
Extended lid trimmed in full leather for improved look, feel and functionality

Re-Trim Full Cubby Box
Re-trim cubby box in a luxurious leather finish with raised armrest and velour interior

Custom Seatbelts 
Available in a multitude of colours all made to exacting UK specification

£2,500.00

£2,950.00

£425.00

£65.00

£145.00

£195.00

£495.00

£200.00
£360.00
£425.00
£560.00

x2

x4

x5

x7

42 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



REAR SEAT CONVERSION

Convert your commercial into a more practical 4 seat conversion, add more value with our station wagon conversion which is done using our 
manufactured conversion kit, allowing us to keep the factory look which includes:

Side windows with sliding opening glass
A full 2 seat conversion kit which will include us  fitting all interior window surround trims
3 point inertia seat belts
Carpet to the rear
Land Rover fold away seats x2

We would also recommend Bulk head removal with this option to give a complete finished station wagon look.

£6,000.00

44 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



STARLIGHT HEADLINER

When you climb into your Defender and look up to see it twinkling in a magical way you will realise the Starlight Headliner is the ultimate interior 
enhancement. 

Every constellation is unique 

Created from hundreds of fibre optic strands at staggered depths and different gauges it creates an opulent star filled ‘sky’. Each ‘star’ changing in 
warmth and brightness to give relaxing and subtle feel.

Our Master Craftsmen hand make every hole, fitting the fibre optic lights with precision to ensure that they’re set perfectly. 

Available for either Defender D90 -  £2,850.00

D110 - £3,500.00

46 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



PERFORMANCE

Stage 1 Performance Enhancement
ECU Remap increasing the output by approximately 50BHP and 400Nm of torque

Stage 2 Performance Enhancement ECU 
Remap, silicon top hose and cotton filters.

Stage 3 Performance Enhancement
All of Stage 2 with the addition of a VGT Hybrid Turbo, Performance intercooler and Sports Exhaust

Exhaust Systems
Choice of finish and styles available

VB Air 4 Corner Suspension System 
Constant ride height, fully adjustable, improved stability and comfort.   
Allowing for adjustable entry/load height and access to limited height spaces such as garages. 

6 Speed Automatic Gearbox 
Not available as an option from Land Rover. 6 speed with revised centre console

4 Speed Automatic Gearbox 
A great complimentary upgrade to your Defender. This conversion also includes an upgraded centre 
console which is finished in leather with contrast stitching of your choice for that pure luxury finish

Clutch Booster Kit  
Soft clutch kit to make your driving experience much easier and more enjoyable

£895.00

£1,190.00

£3,895.00

£1,295.00

£5,275.00
£5,725.00

£13,495.00

£9,495.00

£495.00

D90

D110

48 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



BESPOKE FAST ROAD PACK

Upgrade your Defender increasing the power on to the road, along with a lower ride height and centre of gravity. This gives your Defender better 
handling and traction along with a more confident drive.

The Fast Road Pack comprises of:

Power Upgrade to circa 175bhp including more midrange torque
FOX Racing Shock Absorbers
Progressive Lowering Springs
BILSTEIN Steering Damper
Uprated Front and Rear Anti Roll Bars
Poly Anti Roll Bar Bushes
Front and Rear Radius Arm Poly Bushes
Silicone Hoses
Performance Air Filter

XS Model £3,995.00

50 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



6 POT BRAKE UPGRADE

6 pot Brake Caliper that is specifically engineered for the Land Rover Defender that fits perfectly with 18” Alloys to improve braking performance 
considerably whilst adding a subtle yet distinctive touch of class to your vehicle.

By increasing the number of pistons from 4 to 6, increasing the size of the brake pads and using those in conjunction with larger vented discs your 
braking experience is dramatically increased giving on average a 25% reduction in stopping distances.

Specification:

7075 T6 aluminium (aerospace alloy)
Identical pedal travel to OEM calipers.
6pot caliper of varying piston sizes to assist with brake modulation and avoid tapered pad wear
25% increase in brake pad surface area with an additional 25% increase in coefficient of friction
17% increase in brake disc effective radius
35% increase in disc torque.
Wider vented discs for additional cooling
Sulphuric anodised finish for superior corrosion resistance
304 stainless steel pistons,
Grade 12.9 passive zinc plated holokrome hi-tensile steel bolts.
For fitment under 18” alloys.

£3,950.00

52 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



DYNAMIC HANDLING PACK

A lot of thought and an incredible amount of development has gone into the production of our Handling Pack. 

Reducing the ride height to lower the center of gravity slightly, improving transitional weight transfer rates under acceleration, deceleration and cornering 
loads. The ultimate aim is to have a more precise and controllable handling set up. Maximizing traction which in turn translates into more engine power 
being used to drive the car forward, increasing cornering capabilities and also more effective braking.

We use the following components in our Handling Pack:

Front and Rear Anti Roll Bars Zinc Primed & Powder Coated
Heavy duty 28mm construction for reduced body roll.

Poly Anti Roll Bar Bush Kit
This kit offers greater precision, control and more positive handling on or off road

Bilstein Sports Dampers x4
Custom Bilstein gas shocks for improved ride and handling

Progressive Lowering Springs x4
Lowering the center of gravity will provide improved handling and stance on the road

Steering Damper
For improved feel from the road

Front and Rear Radius Arm Poly Bushes
To create a firmer ride

XS Model £2,775.00
Non XS  £2,875.00

54 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



V8 LS3 CONVERSION

The Corvette LS3 engine yields the highest ever performance levels from a Defender. This conversion  alongside the unrivalled technical experience 
and attention to detail has seen this become a must have conversion for those who want the utmost from their beloved vehicle.

We replace the stock engine and gearbox with a GM derived 6.2l Petrol V8 and 6 Speed Auto Gearbox providing 430bhp and more than 540 NM of 
Torque at 4,700 RPM. For those who crave more there are further upgrades available providing over 550bhp.

Behind the engine sits a 6 Speed Auto Gearbox that is seamlessly matched to the engine with a unique inbuilt intelligent control module allowing the 
gearbox to adjust parameters accordingly. The existing vehicle management system is reprogrammed to the new engine and gearbox resulting in all 
existing instruments and controls being run as used in the standard vehicle.

Optional extras are available - Power upgrade to 550bhp, Steering Wheel Mounted Paddleshift System with Integrated Gear Selection Display, Gulf 
Spec Cooling System with Double Size Radiator.

430 BHP - 540 NM of Torque at 4,700 RPM

56 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



WHEELS & TYRES

5 Spoke Alloy Wheel With BF Goodrich A/T2 
With a load of up to 1250kg per wheel. 
Specifically designed for the heavier vehicle. 

Other alloy wheels & tyre configurations are available

Locking Wheel Nut x20 
Improved vehicle security

Wheel Spacers 25mm x4 
Improved turning circle combined with a wider stance for your Defender

Swing Arm Spare Wheel Replacement Carrier 
Smart and functional spare wheel carrier

Alloy Wheel Re-Paint - Per Wheel 
Re-Paint alloy wheel to match or contrast in any colour

Supply 1x Replacement Alloy & Tyre 
Whether for your spare or replacement of a damaged wheel - Recommended for swing arm

£2,495.00

£250.00

£350.00

£295.00

£105.00

£695.00

58 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



TECHNOLOGY

Reversing or Forward Facing Camera
Only available with the double din navigation system

Front or Rear Parking Sensor
Parking sensors mounted on the rear of your Defender to allow for easier manoeuvring

Dual USB Sockets
Dual USB sockets fitted to the 1st, 2nd or 3rd row. Price is for one set

Thinkware F800 Pro - Front and Rear Facing Dashcams
Front and rear facing cameras with super night vision and built in GPS. Records in 1080p at 30fps

Double DIN Navigation System
Touch screen navigation system with Bluetooth telephone, Apple Carplay and iPod connectivity. 
including the Double DIN fascia

Piano Black Double DIN Dash Fascia
For a more contemporary look

£395.00

£540.00

£80.00

£495.00

£2,495.00

£395.00

60 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



DOUBLE DIN AUDIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Our choice of Double Din features high-quality audio and video with smart navigation. On top, it supports the latest connectivity options for your 
smartphone, such as Apple CarPlay, Bluetooth and more. Wait no longer and get truly connected in a much smarter and safer way. This combined with 
our active amplified AM/FM/Band 3 DAB/DAB+ provides you with perfect in car audio entertainment. 

This unit is equipped with a large 6.2-inch, Clear Type Resistive multi-touch display and an intuitive interface to guarantee smooth and safe 
operation on-the-go. Plus, you can adapt the button and screen settings for optimal visibility day and night.

Bluetooth - maximise connectivity for hands-free calling and easy wireless audio streaming
Second Camera Input - enjoy the comfort of a secondary camera to assist you while driving, towing or parking

Apple CarPlay - make calls, use Maps, listen to music and access messages with just a word or a touch and experience the best in-car iPhone 
experience
DAB+ - enjoy the convenience of listening to your favourite radio stations in crystal clear digital quality
13-band Graphical Equaliser - adjust your audio output in detail for a music experience tailored to your preferences
Dual USB - Dual USB opens up a whole new span of options for your system. Plug in your passenger’s iPod® while leaving your own connected,
practically doubling your music. Keep your iPod® in your car and add new songs into the mix with a USB drive. The possibilities are endless.
Works with iPod / iPhone - With iPod and iPhone Direct Control, you can manage your i-device directly from your car dashboard and enjoy superior
sound.
Double Din Dash Fascia included in Piano Black (other colours are available)

£2,495.00

62 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



AUDIO ENHANCEMENTS

We have spent a lot of time researching the perfect audio upgrade option for your Defender, through breakthrough   technologies we strive to offer the 
best in car audio experience available. 

Starting with the front, rear facing speakers we replace the tweeters with an upgraded version integrating an advanced design dedicated to reducing 
harmonic distortion bringing a live, natural, rich in detail sound. The midrange speakers are swapped out for a 4” mid bass speaker offering an extended 
frequency response, both in high and low frequencies. Combining these two sets with a new wiring loom and a dedicated crossover you are delivered 
with absolute audio performance.

Moving on to the rear, front facing speakers we are introducing two 5.25” two way speakers which feature concentric coaxial tweeter with one single 
point of sound emission making it possible to obtain a consistent in-phase response         delivering sound comparable to a system of separate woofer 
and tweeter as per the front setup, delivering crisp         midrange, accurate treble and beautiful but not overwhelming bass notes.

To include the all needed bass we include two 6.5” 2ohm woofers, developed with nominal impedance with the purpose of exploiting all the 
power made available by the 4 channel 600W Powersports Amplifier which in itself ensures high rejection against electro-magnetic interferences, 
for noise free results providing a beautiful rich bass response.

These items combined deliver a deep fundamental tone and harmonics allowing for the ultimate enjoyment and audio experience.

Prices start from £480.00 enquire about your audio upgrade options.

64 Prices are + VAT & fitting where applicable 



SECURITY

Battery Isolator
To add another layer of security to your Land Rover Defender

Hidden Immobiliser
Another security addition to keep your Defender safe with a fuel cut off switch

TRACKER Locate
A full range of packages and subscriptions are available

Privacy Glass 
Choice of tint gradient fitted to front and rear windows as required 

Stainless Steel Replacement Security Bolts  
Replace rusty old bolts with these stainless steel bolts for improved look and security 

Bonnet Hinge Replacement
Stylish billet aluminium replacements with an added layer of protection

Electric Windows
Fitment of electric windows with OEM Land Rover switches x2 windows

Central Locking
Fitment of central locking to 3 or 5 door variants adding an extra level of ease and security

£195.00

£295.00

£P.O.A

£495.00
£595.00

£245.00
£345.00

£245.00

£1,.295.00

£1,295.00
£1,695.00

D90

D110

D90

D110

2 Windows

3 Door

5 Door
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